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SOCIAL PROGRAMME
Visit to Sverdlovsk State Philharmonic Hall
(10 September 2013)
In the programme:
Classic-hit coctail.
Grand orchestra and Konstantin Vilensky
Part 1
Konstantin Vilensky
Variations on Paganini theme for jazz-piano trio
and symphony orchestra
Henryk Kuzniak. "Ragtime” from the film "Va banque" for piano
and symphony orchestra
Francis Lai. "Sha-ba-da-ba" from the film "A Man and a Woman"
for violin, piano and symphony orchestra
Michel Legrand. Melody from the film "The umbrellas of Cherbourg"
for violin, piano and symphony orchestra
Variations on themes of Scot Joplin ragtimes for piano and symphony orchestra
"Blues" and "Ragtime"
for violin, jazz-piano trio and string orchestra
Part 2
George Gershwin. "An American in Paris" for grand orchestra
Erroll Garner. "Misty" for jazz- piano trio and string orchestra
Konstantin Vilensky
Concerto-fantasia on Gershwin themes of jazz-piano trio and symphony orchestra
George Gershwin . "Oh, Lady, be Good" (solo)
Artists
Conductor: Baatarzhavyn Enkhe, the laureate of the international competition
The Ural Academic Philharmonic Orchestra
Artistic director and Chief conductor: Dmitry Liss, the Honoured master of the arts, the people’s
artist of Russia, the laureate of the State Prize of Russia
Konstantin Vilensky (piano), Poland
The Honoured artist of Russia, Eugeny Markov (violin).
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The visit to the museum “Literary life of the Urals in the 20th century”
and to the literary-memorial museum of Dmitry Mamin-Sibiryak
(12-13 September)

Sightseeing city tour
with a visit to the border “Europe –Asia” and excursion to Ganina Yama (Ganin Pit)
(14 September 2013)
Stela "Europe - Asia". In August 2004, 30 km from Ekaterinburg at the crossing of the border between
Europe and Asia the symbol “Europe – Asia” was erected. At the foundation of the symbol two stones
were laid, symbolizing the unity of the two parts of the world: one stone was brought from the most
extreme point of Europe – Cape Roca, another one from the extreme edge of the Asian continent – Cape
Dezhnev. None of the tourists remains indifferent to the border between Europe and Asia. It is a symbol
of open space, a synthesis of two civilizations.
Ganina Yama (Ganin Pit) is only 17 km from Ekaterinburg. The place itself is an abandoned mine,
where the remains of Czar Nickolay II and his family were brought. At this place in 2000 the construction
of the monastery “In the name of Saint Regal Passion Bearers” was started. Later seven temples were
built at this place (according to the number of murdered members of czarist family). Every year
pilgrimages are undertaken to Ganina Yama, religious processions as well as church services are held.

